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S E S S I O N  1
T H E  P R E L U D E  T O  M A R R I A G E

D E F E N S E  A N D  D E L I V E R A N C E

“God does forgive the past, but he does not erase 

it… We all come into the family of Jesus with broken 

bones, wounds, and legs shot up in the war of life. 

God’s intention is to heal our brokenness and patch 

up our wounds. He allows the scars and weakness 

to remain.” 

-Peter Scazzero [1]
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And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed. Now 

the serpent was more crafty than any other beast of the field that the 

LORD God had made. He said to the woman, “Did God actually say, 

‘You shall not eat of any tree in the garden’?” And the woman said to 

the serpent, “We may eat of the fruit of the trees in the garden, but God 

said, ‘You shall not eat of the fruit of the tree that is in the midst of the 

garden, neither shall you touch it, lest you die.’” But the serpent said to 

the woman, “You will not surely die. For God knows that when you eat of 

it your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and 

evil.”So when the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it 

was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was to be desired to make one 

wise, she took of its fruit and ate, and she also gave some to her husband 

who was with her, and he ate. Then the eyes of both were opened, and 

they knew that they were naked. And they sewed fig leaves together and 

made themselves loincloths.

And they heard the sound of the LORD God walking in the garden in 

the cool of the day, and the man and his wife hid themselves from the 

presence of the LORD God among the trees of the garden. But the LORD 

God called to the man and said to him, “Where are you?” And he said, 

“I heard the sound of you in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was 

naked, and I hid myself.”

GENESIS 2:25 - 3:10

H O N E S T Y  A N D  V U L N E R A B I L I T Y

Although marital nakedness is definitely involved in the consummation of the 

marital relationship, what concludes in the marriage bed begins in pre-marital 

communication. As C.S. Lewis put it, “Eros will have naked bodies; Friendship 

naked personalities”[2]. The path to shameless nakedness is a path of shameless 

honesty and vulnerability. Though the journey to honesty and vulnerability 

isn’t easy, it is the only way to discover and sustain relational wholeness. God 

intends for marriage to thrive in a continuous state of holistic freedom.
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In Colossians 3, we are told:

Do not lie to one another, seeing that you have put off the old self with 

its practices and have put on the new self, which is being renewed in 

knowledge after the image of its creator. (vs. 9-10)

Putting off the old self works hand-in-hand with putting on the new self. 

For the believing person, the new self doesn’t deny the existence or even 

the present memories of the old self. A believer rises each morning with the 

marks of “sinner, saved by grace”. In other words, as we carry out the Christian 

life, we need not deny our past nor on the other hand, morbidly embrace 

our past. Rather, by the power of the Holy Spirit, Christians face it with 

honesty as we “put on the new self, created after the likeness of God in true 

righteousness and holiness.” (Eph. 4:24) This happens as we allow the gospel 

to come to bear on every area of our lives, even the most painful or seemingly 

unforgivable portions. We boldly walk in our new identity in Christ as we 

boldly confess our remaining sin.

D E F E N S E

Not only is there the necessity to put off the old self, but there’s also the 

necessity to remove the masks and shame-laden articles of clothing that we 

have fashioned to cover our past. We have sinned and been sinned against. 

This is an inescapable reality for all men and women. Woven into our fabric 

of being is a deep need for restitution for these sins. It’s what makes us 

human. Adam and Eve sensed this as they attempted to deal with their sin. 

Unfortunately, they (like we often do) found their defense in hiding. When 

we attempt to seek restitution apart from the atonement of Jesus, we’re left 

powerless and frustrated. The only option we are left with at that point is to 

desperately hide.
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Notes:
[1] Peter Scazzero, The Emotionally Healthy Church (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2003), 102.
[2] C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves

D E L I V E R A N C E

The good news is that God sought us out and continues seeking us out. Even 

when we have forgotten the riches and depths of the grace of God and have 

stepped into hiding, He graciously calls to his children, “Where are you?” 

The Lord is pleased to deliver his children and makes haste to help them 

(Psalm 40:13). He’s calling us out of hiding and into liberating freedom 

through honest confession, repentance and the reception of grace. This is a 

vital rhythm of life that when learned and lived out early in marriage fosters 

intimacy and growth, both in the Lord and together as a couple.

The following questions are intended to help guide open conversation, 

truthful confession, grace-laden forgiveness and God-empowered 

restoration. There is therefore now no condemnation for those who are in 

Christ Jesus. (Romans 8:1)
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1. How did you get to know each other?

2. Are you both in abiding relationship with Jesus?

3. Share your testimony of salvation.

4.  What believing person or group of people would you consider your close 

community?

5.  Share about life growing up in your home. Whether good or bad, what 

are some defining events?

6.  As a child growing up, how was marriage viewed, talked about  

and treated?

7.  Were there any traumatic events in your upbringing or adulthood that 

have shaped who you are today?

8. Why is healthy, honest and constant conversation so vital for marriage?

9.  On a scale of 1 to 10, how would you rate your communication level with 

one another?

10.  How free do you both feel to share your fear, emotions, opinions and 

struggles with one another?

11.  Are you aware of the details of each others lives? Current sin struggles, 

fears, dreams, ambitions, weakness, strengths, etc.?

12.  In the book of Song of Solomon, the adoring bride sings: 

“Catch the foxes for us, the little foxes that spoil the vineyards, for our 

vineyards are in blossom (2:15)”. Are there any particular “foxes” that you 

may be allowing to “spoil the vineyards” before you enter into marriage?

R E S P O N S E
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13.  Is there any unrepentant sin against one another that you have been 

harboring?

14.  Are there any relationships (past or present) or details of relationships 

that you need to bring to light now?

15.  What areas of your lives and relationship are in need of gospel 

transformation?

16.  What areas in your life and/or relationship may have to be given up for 

the sake of obedience to God and love for your future spouse?

There will always be the need to clothe each other in the gospel. We must 

always approach difficult conversations with humility, gentleness, patience 

and loving forbearance for one another. There might also be the need to take 

steps forward in a path of restoration.

End this session by praying for one another.

I have been crucified with Christ. It is no longer I who live, but Christ who 

lives in me. And the life I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of 

God, who loved me and gave himself for me. 

GALATIANS 2:20



S E S S I O N  2
T H E  P U R P O S E  O F  M A R R I A G E
F R O M  H I M .  T H R O U G H  H I M .  T O  H I M .

“As you gave the ring to one another and have 

now received it a second time from the hand of the 

pastor, so love comes from you, but marriage from 

above, from God.”

-Dietrich Bonhoeffer [1]
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For from him and through him and to him are all things. To him be glory 

forever. Amen. 

ROMANS 11:36

M A R R I A G E  I S  F R O M  G O D .

After God created the earth and all that fills it, he said it was good. But, the 

interesting thing is that after creating man:

Then the LORD God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone; 

I will make him a helper fit for him.” Now out of the ground the LORD 

God had formed every beast of the field and every bird of the heavens and 

brought them to the man to see what he would call them. And whatever 

the man called every living creature, that was its name. The man gave 

names to all livestock and to the birds of the heavens and to every beast 

of the field. But for Adam there was not found a helper fit for him. So the 

LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and while he slept 

took one of his ribs and closed up its place with flesh. And the rib that the 

LORD God had taken from the man he made into a woman and brought 

her to the man. Then the man said, “This at last is bone of my bones and 

flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out 

of Man.” 

GENESIS 2:18-23

Though the institution of marriage is enacted on earth on the wedding day, it 

is first ordered by heaven above. In accordance with God’s generous nature, 

he is pleased to give because marriage is from God and should never be 

viewed as anything less then a supreme heavenly gift. Even though society 

attempts to diminish the significance and necessity of marriage—and at times 

we will too—we must never forget what we have received from God.
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M A R R I A G E  I S  T H R O U G H  G O D .

Jesus said ‘Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast 

to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.’ So they are no longer two 

but one flesh. What therefore God has joined together, let not man separate’ 

(Mark 10:7-9). Marriage is joined and held by the very power of God. Imagine 

that God’s divine strength and provision being employed to bind man and 

wife. Through the very tangible, practical experience of marriage, God does a 

very supernatural thing. He makes one out of the two.

Not only is marriage created by God, it’s created to be sustained through 

abiding relationship with him. The famous Puritan Prayer for Marriage 

captures it well:

 

Oh, God of love, you have established marriage for the welfare and 

happiness of mankind. Yours was the plan and only with You can we 

work it out with joy.  

Through the gospel, we come to understand that apart from Jesus we can 

do nothing. We are, in life and in marriage, through and through dependent 

on Christ. This means everything from eternal salvation all the way down to 

exhibiting a loving act. Knowing and believing this should guide a couple to 

develop and grow a vibrant personal and joint prayer life.

M A R R I A G E  I S  T O  G O D .

This is where marriage finds its ultimate purpose - marriage exists for God’s 

glory. Many couples, when asked why they are marrying, find many different 

ways to express their (good) desires whether it’s to grow old together, share 

life’s joys together, fall more in love together, etc. Though these are great 

expressions of love, they ultimately fall short of the truest, richest, blessed 

purpose for marriage. Marriage thrives when it serves a greater purpose than 

itself. Its very design is one that displays the character and work of God. It is 

an abiding relationship, bound by covenant, rooted in love, marked by joy, 

and expressed through giving.
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Notes:
[1] Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison (Touchstone, 1997), 27.
[2] C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves

We see from the Bible that the covenant of marriage was created to be a 

reflection of the greatest covenant ever entered into: God’s covenant with his 

bride, the church.

“Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved the church and gave himself up 

for her,” Ephesians 5:25. Your marital promise to faithfully love and selflessly 

sacrifice is a shadow of the greatest love and sacrifice the universe has ever 

known: displayed through the life, the death, the resurrection, and the 

promised return of Jesus Christ.

“We were made for God. Only by being in some respect like Him, only by 

being a manifestation of His beauty, loving kindness, wisdom or goodness, 

has any earthly Beloved excited our love.” -C.S. Lewis [2]
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R E S P O N S E

1.  What was your view of marriage growing up? Was it communicated as 

being drudgery and burdensome or a joyful gift?

2. What do friends and family think about your engagement?

3.  How will remembering that marriage is a gift help you navigate future 

relational challenges?

4.  Do you feel that you have a grip on the necessity of God’s sustaining 

power for you marriage?

5.  How can you as a couple humbly position yourself to remain dependent 

on God’s sustaining power during engagement and on into marriage?

6.  If God holds marriages together, why do you suppose so many 

marriages fail?

7.  What made you want to get married in the first place? Is it still the same 

reason? Have you experienced mixed motivations? Have good reasons 

stole the place of the ultimate reason (God’s glory)? Companionship? 

Sex? Happiness? Family? Etc?

8.  What happens when good pursuits, such as companionship and family, 

become your ultimate pursuit?
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9. Who and what are you passionately seeking in your life?

10. What does a marriage existing for God’s glory look like? What is it not?

11. What does a Christ-reflecting marriage look like? What is it not?

12.  How is an endeavor to have a marriage that brings God’s glory and a 

real, tangible love for your spouse a compatible aim? 

And he is before all things, and in him all things hold together. 

COLOSSIANS 1:17



S E S S I O N  3
T H E  P A T T E R N  O F  M A R R I A G E

D E S I G N  A N D  D I S T I N C T I O N

“God does not make us into a generic humanity that 

is later differentiated; rather from the start we are 

male and female. Every cell in our body is stamped 

as XX or XY. This means I cannot understand 

myself if I try to ignore the way God has designed 

me… If the postmodern view that gender is wholly 

a “social construct” were true, then we could follow 

whatever path seemed good to us. If our gender is 

at the heart of our nature, however, we risk losing a 

key part of ourselves if we abandon our distinctive 

male and female roles.”

-Kathy Keller [1]
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… submitting to one another out of reverence for Christ. Wives, submit to 

your own husbands, as to the Lord. For the husband is the head of the wife 

even as Christ is the head of the church, his body, and is himself its Savior. 

Now as the church submits to Christ, so also wives should submit in 

everything to their husbands. Husbands, love your wives, as Christ loved 

the church and gave himself up for her, that he might sanctify her, having 

cleansed her by the washing of water with the word, so that he might 

present the church to himself in splendor, without spot or wrinkle or any 

such thing, that she might be holy and without blemish. In the same way 

husbands should love their wives as their own bodies. He who loves his 

wife loves himself. For no one ever hated his own flesh, but nourishes and 

cherishes it, just as Christ does the church, because we are members of his 

body. “Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother and hold fast 

to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh.” This mystery is profound, 

and I am saying that it refers to Christ and the church. However, let each 

one of you love his wife as himself, and let the wife see that she respects 

her husband. 

EPHESIANS 5:21-33

It shouldn’t come as a surprise that the topic of role distinction in marriage 

has been the source of much debate, fear and misuse. It has been both 

neglected and misinterpreted both of which have only served to hurt 

husbands and wives.

D E S I G N

Before we discuss role distinction, it’s important to first look at God’s design.

So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created 

him; male and female he created them. And God blessed them. And God 

said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and subdue 
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it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the 

heavens and over every living thing that moves on the earth.” 

GENESIS 1:27-28

Man is created in the image of God. We the creation reflect our Creator. As 

we bear the image of God, we bare the relational nature of the trinity. It’s 

written into us. But relational oneness isn’t individual sameness. Though 

Father, Son and Spirit are one, they are not the same. We see in scripture 

the Spirit submits to the Son (John 16:13-14) as well as the Son submits to 

the Father (Matthew 26:39). They are distinct persons with distinct roles. 

The same is true for people, and more specifically, the same is true within 

marriage. Scripture says, “male and female he created them”. The pre-sin, pre-

fear, pre-brokenness, marital design possessed marital distinction. Marriage 

was designed to reflect God by being relationally one and, at the same time, 

distinctly different. Inevitably different, yet indispensably equal. God, through 

his wise design for marriage, makes unity and equality compatible with 

submission and authority.

As we look at the design for marriage, we must never lose the bigger picture. 

The relationship between man and woman goes beyond the two of them. 

Just as the purpose of marriage is to exist for something more than the 

marriage, namely the Glory of God, the plan for marriage is to accomplish 

more than a marriage. Genesis 1 tells us that the commission for marriage 

is to partner together in building families and partner together as God’s 

kingdom ambassadors throughout the world. Neither men alone nor women 

alone could fulfill this (first) great commission which relies on the mutual 

cooperation within the God-designed marriage unit.

M U T U A L  S U B M I S S I O N

Because men and women alike are co-recipients of adoption, co-heirs of the 

Kingdom, co-commissioned ambassadors of Christ, the instructions for role 

distinctions are preceded with a call to mutual submission. Out of respect and 
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reverence for our Lord Jesus Christ who holds ultimate headship, we both bow 

(men and women) on bended knee, side by side. Mutual submission hinges 

on joined submission to Christ. This is what holds the whole marriage design 

together. If we miss the equality found in the call to mutual submission, it 

will be sought in the martial construct and will be missed completely. In full 

submission to Christ, a couple is guided in his plan for marriage.

D I S T I N C T I O N

As a wife is called to submit[2] to her husband, she must remember that her 

ultimate submission is to God. Submission within marriage has a direct 

correlation to submission to Christ. Where submission to Christ lacks, marital 

submission will lack as well (and vise versa). Though her husband may give 

her much reason to not submit, Jesus will not. Though her husband may give 

her much reason to not respect him, Jesus will not. When submission to a 

husband is done as unto Christ (the truly respectable one), she is liberated. 

The authority of the Lord becomes a shield for her. His worthiness becomes 

her motivation for submission. Christ’s reign over all things becomes the 

wife’s reward in all things, including marriage.

As a husband is called to love, sacrifice, lead[3], nourish and cherish, he must 

remember that he is ultimately subject to the headship of Jesus Christ. Not 

only is he to be under submission, but he, along with his wife, is the recipient 

of the love, sacrifice, leading, nourishing and cherishing of Jesus Christ. The 

ability to love and lead well has a direct correlation to his acknowledgment 

of the love and leadership of Christ. The former will lack when the latter lacks 

as well. Though his wife may give him much reason to not love sacrificially, 

Jesus will not. Though his wife may give him much reason to not nourish 

and cherish, Jesus will not. When the leading and loving of his wife is done 

as unto Christ (the truly sacrificially loving one), he is liberated. The love of 

Christ becomes fuel for him. The love of Christ becomes his motivation to 

love. Christ’s love in and among them becomes the husband’s reward in the 

marriage.
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R E S P O N S E

1. How does God’s plan for marriage coincide with your plans for marriage?

2. Have you discussed building a family? Are you on the same page?

3.  Will you need to lay down personal dreams in order to partner with your 

spouse to build a family and serve God’s kingdom purposes on earth?

4.  What would your plan for marriage look like if it weren’t for the pattern 

God has laid out in scripture?

5.  Have you thought both practically and biblically about your future roles 

as husband and wife?

6. What struggles with role distinctions do you foresee arising?

7.  Have you been around the neglect or misuse of role distinction 

within marriage?

8.  What are some cultural misconceptions and/or examples of misuse of 

authority and submission? Do these influence your view of a passage 

like this?

9. What is submission? What is it not?

10. Why is it vital that the appeal to the wife is to submit “as to the Lord”?

11.  (Wife-to-be) What fears do you have in anticipation of martial 

submission?

12. How can a strong-willed and driven wife live this out practically?

13.  (Husband-to-be) What attitudes and actions would foster and 

encourage the wife’s trust and respect?

14. What is marital headship? What is it not?
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Notes:
[1] Kathy Keller, The Meaning of Marriage (Dutton/Penguin Group, New York), 172.
[2]  Submission: derived from the Greek word hypotassō - A matter of both role and heart. To voluntarily subject one’s 

self to the leadership of another. To cooperate, support, honor, and respect.
[3]  Headship: derived from the Greek word kephalē - A matter of both role and heart. The position of spiritual and 

practical leadership that is for the promotion of another. “..the authority the Lord gave me [is] for building you up, 
not for tearing you down” (2 Corinthians 13:10)

15. Why is it vital that the appeal to the husband is to love “as Christ loved”?

16.  (Husband-to-be) What fears do you have in anticipation to  

marital headship?

17.  How does a naturally passive and non-confrontational husband live this 

out practically?

18.  (Wife-to-be) What attitudes and actions would foster and encourage the 

husband’s loving self-sacrifice and care?

19.  How should a husband or wife respond if the other party is not fulfilling 

their role? (i.e. a husband refuses to lead or a wife refuses to submit)

20.  Do you harbor resentment about your specific calling and role? How can 

you learn to embrace this unique calling?



S E S S I O N  4
T H E  C O V E N A N T  O F  M A R R I A G E

L I F E  A N D  L O V E

“Marriage is more than your love for each other. 

It has a higher dignity and power, for it is God’s 

holy ordinance. . . . In your love you see only the 

heaven of your own happiness, but in marriage you 

are placed at a post of responsibility towards the 

world and mankind. Your love is your own private 

possession, but marriage is more than something 

personal—it is a status, and office. Just as it is the 

crown, and not merely the will to rule, that makes 

the king, so it is marriage, and not merely your love 

for each other, that joins you together in the sight 

of God and man… It is not your love that sustains 

the marriage, but from now on, the marriage that 

sustains your love.” 

-Dietrich Bonhoeffer[1]
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Set me as a seal upon your heart, as a seal upon your arm, for love is 

strong as death, jealousy is fierce as the grave. Its flashes are flashes of fire, 

the very flame of the LORD. Many waters cannot quench love, neither 

can floods drown it…

SONG OF SOLOMON 8:6-7

T H E  L I M I T A T I O N  O F  L O V E

One of the most important paradigms to discover early on in the engagement 

period is that though love leads believers to marriage, it’s marriage that will 

lead them further into love. This is said at the risk of sounding sterile and 

rigid, but there’s too much at stake. Though marital love should and will burn 

hot and passionate, it will also at times wane cold and unexciting. As the 

writer of Ecclesiastes noted, there’s a season for everything.

The honest truth is that if being ‘in love’ was the basis for getting married and 

staying married, the mass majority of marriages wouldn’t withstand the test 

of time. Marriages end everyday due to people falling out of love. Marriage 

requires something stronger, something subterranean to undergird it in the 

good times and the bad times; in times of riches and poverty; in times of 

health and sickness. Our love alone was never designed to carry that burden. 

It requires something strong, stable and abiding. This is mirrored in our 

relationship with God. If our love for God was the foundation and support of a 

lasting relationship with God, we’d all be lost. This is why covenant is so vital. 

His oath, His covenant, His blood, support me in the whelming flood.

P O R  V I D A

The covenant of marriage is a binding agreement between a husband, a wife, 

and God. It is the promise of “til death do us part”. The life-long covenant 

is the rock solid bond that makes and holds a marriage together and 

distinguishes it as a relationship above all other human relationships.
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F O R  N O W  B U T  N O T  F O R E V E R

But, as much as we’d love to believe this commitment is eternal, it is not 

(Matthew 22:30). It will, along with our breath and heart-beat, one day end. 

This is because, as mentioned previously, marriage serves as a shadow of a 

greater substance. One day, all believers will arrive to the banquet table of the 

Marriage Supper of the Lamb (Revelation 19), and the reflection will give way 

to the real thing.

For now [through marriage] we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to 

face. Now I know in part; then I shall know fully, even as I have been fully 

known.

1 CORINTHIANS 13:12

Though our covenantal commitment to our spouse will one day end and 

our commitment to Christ at times will ebb and flow, God’s covenant with 

his people is and will always be an everlasting covenant. “He remembers his 

covenant forever” (Psalm 105:8). His declaration of covenant and love to us 

is binding. It is a lasting-relationship; a solid and sure promise; a life giving 

refuge and bond of peace; an assurance that he will never leave nor forsake 

those who are in Christ; and a vow that trumps all other vows. It is this very 

commitment to us that allows us to commit to him. As The Jesus Storybook 

Bible states, God’s love is a “Never Stopping, Never Giving Up, Unbreaking, 

Always and Forever Love”[2]. It’s his covenant love to us that informs and 

continually re-informs how we covenant to our spouse.

T H E  M E A S U R E  O F  L O V E

As we are called to carry out marriages that reflect the eternal love of Jesus for 

his people, his church (Ephesians 5:22-33), it will involve loving-commitment 

when challenges arise. Commitment is tested and tried in the furnace of 

difficulty. Because the Bible tells us that “Love is patient and kind; love does 

not envy or boast; it is not arrogant or rude. It does not insist on its own way; it 

is not irritable or resentful; it does not rejoice at wrongdoing, but rejoices with 

the truth. Love bears all things, believes all things, hopes all things, endures 
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all things”, it assumes that it will be extended through challenge and difficulty. 

Martin Luther King Jr. wrote, “The ultimate measure of a man is not where he 

stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands at times 

of challenge and controversy”[3]. The same is true for the ultimate measure of 

love and commitment. Situations and sins will arise for every marriage, that 

will test the vows made on day one. This will require couples to remember 

their covenant in order to keep their covenant, while looking to God’s 

unending love and covenant to them.

In an atmosphere of grace, under the light of truthfulness and out of the soil 

of challenge and promise, love grows. A vulnerable, transparent, abiding, self 

sacrificial love.

This is my commandment, that you love one another as I have loved you. 

Greater love has no one than this, that someone lay down his life for his 

friends. 

JOHN 15:12-13

T H E  N A T U R E  O F  L O V E

The nature of love is others-focussed. It is not self-seeking (1 Cor. 13:5, 

NIV). It, in the manner after God’s love, seeks to bless, beautify and build 

one another up. Love changes our outlook on life and marriage. It causes 

us to find joy in the other’s joy, to find pleasure in the other’s pleasure, and 

to earnestly learn what brings the other satisfaction. It not only shifts the 

paradigm of positive experiences, but it also shifts the paradigm of negative 

experiences. Because of love, we experience empathy and compassion. When 

one suffers, the other suffers. When one experiences deep pain and grief, love 

drives the other to meet them there. A love that is genuine, which Romans 

speaks of, will “rejoice with those who rejoice” and “weep with those who 

weep” (12:15).

As C.S. Lewis wrote, “Christ did not teach and suffer that we might become, 

even in the natural loves, more careful of our own happiness. If a man is 
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not uncalculating towards the earthly beloveds whom he has seen, he is 

none the more likely to be so towards God whom he has not. We shall draw 

nearer to God, not by trying to avoid the sufferings inherent in all loves, but 

by accepting them and offering them to Him; throwing away all defensive 

armour. If our hearts need to be broken, and if He chooses this as the way in 

which they should break, so be it.”[4]

This is why many couples, especially those who’ve been married a long time, 

would agree that marriage stretches our capacity to know and show love. 

Though love leads believers to marriage, it’s marriage that will lead them 

further into love.

Notes:
[1]Deitrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison
[2] Sally LLoyd-Jones, The Jesus Story Book Bible (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zonderkids, 2007), 36.
[3] Martin Luther King Jr., Strength to Love
[4] C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves
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R E S P O N S E

1.  How does the Bible’s view of love and commitment challenge the 

world’s view of love and commitment?

2. Why is life-long commitment so vital for the marriage unit?

3. How does the love of Christ free us from fear of commitment?

4. Who is involved in a marriage covenant?

5.  How can you honor and uphold the martial covenant emotionally, 

physically, and spiritually?

6. What would a marriage be without covenant? What would it look like?

7.  Discuss the difference between a contractual marriage and a 

covenantal marriage.

8. How do you suppose commitment fosters love, vulnerability and growth?

9. Why are grace and forgiveness so vital in covenant keeping?

10.  Do you have a track record of promise breaking or contract breaking? 

How will these tendencies need to come under the transformation of 

grace in regards to marriage?

11. Why is God so opposed to divorce? Why should you be as well?

12.  Ephesians 5:31 says “Therefore a man shall leave his father and mother 

and hold fast to his wife”. The second can’t fully happen without the first. 

Will this be an issue for either one of you?

13. What is a biblical definition of love?

14. What the difference between romantic love and sacrificial love?
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15. How will the other-focused nature of love make or break a marriage?

16. What characteristics would mark a marriage that is void of love?

17.  How would a couple renew and revitalize their love for one another if it 

has been lost?

Suggested Reading:

The Book of Hosea found in the Old Testament



S E S S I O N  5
T H E  I N T I M A C Y  I N  M A R R I A G E

D I L I G E N C E  A N D  D E L I G H T

“The world says sex is just biological — just the 

momentary coupling of two bodies for sexual 

release. What’s  the big deal? It’s just recreation 

between two consenting adults.

But God says sex is much more! It’s two separate, 

autonomous human beings fused into one. It’s the 

melding of two bodies and two souls. It’s physical 

and spiritual, because there’s no way to bifurcate 

the two. That’s why there’s no such thing as casual 

sex, because sex involves all of you.” 

-John Mark Comer[1]
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Now Adam knew Eve his wife…

GENESIS 4:1

I N T I M A T E  K N O W L E D G E

Marital intimacy is the covenantal meeting of minds, bodies and souls, 

in a place where both vulnerability and security mingle. It is profoundly 

physical and profoundly spiritual. It engages all the physical senses as 

well as entangles a couple spiritually. Intimacy’s dimensions are wide in 

expression, lengthy in commitment, deep in meaning and high in delight. It 

is both a journey of discovery and the arrival of familiarity. It causes comfort 

in proximity and eagerness in absence. Intimacy knows both modesty and 

freedom, boldness and humility, excitement and silence. It’s the convergence 

of giving and receiving, knowing and learning, loving and being loved.

In the Old Testament, the Hebrew word often used to describe sexual union 

is yadà, which means “to know”. Intimacy in marriage boils down to this: to 

know and be known.

D I L I G E N C E  A N D  D E L I G H T

This intimate knowledge isn’t something that we should assume, as if 

vulnerability and security are a given. Marital delight is the fruit of diligence. 

Diligence is motivated by delight. In a healthy marriage, it’s hard to determine 

where one ends and the other begins. There is not a need to make the 

“chicken or the egg” argument when it’s fair just to say that both lead to the 

other. Intimacy is forged. Intimacy is fought for. Intimacy is both the labor and 

the harvest, the battle and the victory, the arsenal and the spoils.

That is why intimacy is best viewed as a rhythm of life and the state of a 

relationship rather than a specific act. What’s expressed physically in the 

marriage bed is fostered throughout all of life.
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In the creation account, we’re told:

Then the LORD God said, “It is not good that the man should be alone; I 

will make him a helper fit for him.”… But for Adam there was not found a 

helper fit for him. So the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the 

man, and while he slept took one of his ribs and closed up its place with 

flesh. And the rib that the LORD God had taken from the man he made 

into a woman and brought her to the man. Then the man said, “This at 

last is bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called Woman, 

because she was taken out of Man. Therefore a man shall leave his father 

and his mother and hold fast to his wife, and they shall become one flesh. 

And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed.” 

GENESIS 2:18-25

V A L U E D  A N D  V I T A L

Sexual intimacy was a pre-fall, Eden-dwelling, shameless, undefiled, beautiful 

commission from God. It wasn’t merely excusable or something to which God 

turned a blind eye. Rather, sexual intimacy is an integral part of the creative 

order (“be fruitful and multiply”), as well as, a celebrated experience between 

man and wife (“at last!”). God, in his infinite wisdom, designed sexual 

intimacy to be both pleasurable and procreative, both growing the family 

while strengthening the marriage.

Knowing the value of God’s design for sexuality is the foundation of building 

healthy sexual intimacy within a marriage. It is vital for growing together, 

giving together, and seeking each other’s delight.

In the New Testament, we’re instructed:

…each man should have his own wife and each woman her own 

husband. The husband should give to his wife her conjugal rights, and 

likewise the wife to her husband. For the wife does not have authority 

over her own body, but the husband does. Likewise the husband does not 
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have authority over his own body, but the wife does. Do not deprive one 

another, except perhaps by agreement for a limited time, that you may 

devote yourselves to prayer; but then come together again, so that Satan 

may not tempt you because of your lack of self-control. 

1 CORINTHIANS 7:2-5

S A C R I F I C E

Church history tells us that “The Puritans took the matrimonial duty of sex 

so seriously that failure to extend ‘due benevolence’ by either partner could 

be grounds for church discipline. There is at least one case on record in 

which a husband was excommunicated for ‘neglecting his wife’ by not having 

intercourse with her for a long period of time.”[2]

Before we call on the elders of the church to air such grievances, we need 

to first note the important principle laid out in the letter to the Corinthian 

church: Sex is about giving. The essence of love and intimacy is not sex; the 

essence of love and intimacy is sacrifice. Sexual intimacy is the fruit of love. 

It’s other oriented. Love doesn't find joy in taking; love finds joy in giving- in 

life and in the bedroom. We can know whether or not we are allowing the law 

of love to rule our hearts and the bedroom by the way we read a passage like 

that. Is it a justification for self-pleasure or fuel for serving the other? Is it a 

reason to take or an opportunity to give?

A B I D I N G

Marriage not only reflects Christ and the Church in commitment, sacrifice 

and love, but marriage also reflects Christ and the church in intimacy. On 

the night before Jesus’ crucifixion, he told his disciples: “Abide in me, and I 

in you… Whoever abides in me and I in him, he it is that bears much fruit…” 

(John 15:4-5). One can only imagine this was in view when the Apostle Paul 

wrote concerning the one-flesh-union, “This mystery is profound, and I am 

saying that it refers to Christ and the church” (Ephesians 5:32). The physical 
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consummation of intercourse represents an even deeper penetrating reality 

of marital intimacy that each one abides in the other, mingled emotionally, 

physically and spiritually.

H U R T  A N D  H E A L I N G

Not only does sexuality possess a great value as a design and gift from God, 

but its clear from the Bible, the pages of history and human experience, 

that it also carries great brokenness because of the fall. Sin has touched all 

of humanity through our first father Adam, and one of the clearest ways to 

see it is in humanity’s sexual brokenness. Sex as intended by God has been 

devalued, confused, impaired, and marred by sin.

The good news is that, through the atoning and renewing work of Jesus Christ, 

we are no longer defined and held in bondage to sexual sin but identified 

and held by the righteousness of God. Through trusting in Christ’s work on 

the cross, our debt has been paid, our freedom has been granted, our curse 

has been taken, our judgement deferred and our relationship with God and 

others reconciled. Through the resurrection, our life has been made new 

and our hope has been renewed. Through the ascension, we have received 

the indwelling Spirit and the promise of Christ’s return. Finally, through the 

future promise of resurrection and restoration, our expectation for perfection, 

painlessness and pleasure has been made full.

Discussing marital intimacy will not only require looking positively into 

the future, but more than likely, it will also require a discussion regarding 

past and present sexual sin committed by or against you. Sexual sin has the 

tendency to cause a far reaching ripple effect that often carries over into 

marriage. This will require each other’s love, grace and support. Marital 

intimacy requires a couple to know and be known. We must be forever 

diligent to fight against sin and fight to believe the gospel, for the sake of 

God’s glory and each other’s delight, to remain in this sort of abiding intimacy 

God intends for marriage.
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R E S P O N S E

1.  Why is it so important to ground the topic of sexual intimacy in the 

broader topic of marital intimacy?

2. How do diligence and delight go hand-in-hand, in regards to intimacy?

3.  On a scale to from 0-10, how comfortable are you about discussing the 

topic of sex?

4.  What happens when we start to find our sense of worth in sexual actions 

or sexual chastity over our identity in Jesus? Can sexual morality be 

elevated to an idolatrous place?

5.  What sort of advice regarding sex have you received? Good?  

Bad? Irrelevant?

6.  Are there sexual patterns of the past and/or present that could 

negatively effect marital intimacy?

7.  What measures have you taken in the premarital portion of your 

relationship in order to fight to protect and honor future marital 

intimacy?

8.  Hebrews 13:4 says “Let marriage be held in honor among all, and let the 

marriage bed be undefiled..” How can the marriage bed be defiled?

9.  Sexual intimacy isn’t about leveraging sex but employing generosity. 

Why is this so important for marriage?

10. What can happen if sex becomes a bargaining chip?

11.  Do you deal with an ongoing issues with body image that could hinder 

marital intimacy? If so, how are you to work through this?
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12.  What are some ways that will help foster intimacy in every area of the 

relationship? How do you fight for intimacy?

13. How can intimacy be physical, emotional and spiritual?

14. How can we grow in delighting in our spouse?

15. What would happen if you were to elevate sex over sacrifice and service?

16.  What would happen if you were to lose sight of the value and necessity 

of sexual intimacy within marriage?

17.  What are some misconceptions or lies regarding intimacy that  

you have faced?

18. What are each of your personal expectations for marital intimacy?

Notes:
[1] John Mark Comer, Loveology (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2013)
[2] Dr. Joel R. Beeke, Living for God’s Glory: An Introduction to Calvinism (Reformation Trust Publishing, 2008)



S E S S I O N  6
T H E  E C O N O M Y  O F  M A R R I A G E

S T E W A R D S H I P  A N D  S E R V I C E

“Oh, God of love, you have established marriage 

for the welfare and happiness of mankind. Yours 

was the plan and only with You can we work it out 

with joy. You have said that it is not good for man 

to be alone, I will make a helpmate for him. Now 

our joys are doubled since the happiness of one 

is the happiness of the other…When life is done 

and the sun is setting may they be found then as 

now, hand in hand still thanking God for each other. 

May they serve You happily, faithfully together until 

at last one shall lay the other into the arms of Jesus. 

This we ask through Jesus Christ the great Lover of 

our souls. Amen.”

-The Puritan Wedding Prayer
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But godliness with contentment is great gain, for we brought nothing into 

the world, and we cannot take anything out of the world. But if we have 

food and clothing, with these we will be content. But those who desire 

to be rich fall into temptation, into a snare, into many senseless and 

harmful desires that plunge people into ruin and destruction. For the love 

of money is a root of all kinds of evils. It is through this craving that some 

have wandered away from the faith and pierced themselves with many 

pangs… As for the rich in this present age, charge them not to be haughty, 

nor to set their hopes on the uncertainty of riches, but on God, who richly 

provides us with everything to enjoy. They are to do good, to be rich in 

good works, to be generous and ready to share, thus storing up treasure 

for themselves as a good foundation for the future, so that they may take 

hold of that which is truly life. 

1 TIMOTHY 6:6-10; 17-19

G E T T I N G  T O  T H E  H E A R T

There’s nothing that reveals our ambitions, hopes, trust, fears and insecurities 

quite like money. More specifically, how we handle money. What really lies at 

the heart of the marital stewardship conversation isn’t money; it’s our heart. 

God’s not a nervous employer concerned about his financial return; he’s a 

Father concerned about our sanctification and joy. He’s concerned about 

our faith and fruitfulness. He’s concerned about our ability to grow together 

through financial stewardship - to be built up by it, not divided.

There are many different approaches to finances and resources both inside 

and outside the church. But they can be boiled down to three simple 

perspectives:

1) What’s yours is mine (steal)

2) What’s mine is mine (stash)

3) What’s ours is God’s (steward)

The Bible tells us that we are to approach the topic of resources from the third 

perspective, as stewards. “In marriage, you learn to let go of the ‘mine and 
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yours’ mentality, because everything is truly ‘ours’. There’s something really 

hard, but something really beautiful about that. It’s a reminder that at the end 

of the day what’s mine is yours ... but everything we have is actually His.”[1]

S T E W A R D S H I P

Stewardship assumes a few things:

Gifted
First, all that we possess (individually and as a family) is God’s - by all, that 

means all. As Miroslav Volf writes: “The very existence of human beings 

comes from God. We live not so much on borrowed but given breath. We 

work, we create, we give, but the very ability and willingness to work, along 

with life itself, are gifts from God. Moreover, these are not just gifts we can 

take and then run with on our own. They are gifts that, like breath, must be 

given over and over for us even to exist, let alone accomplish anything. “What 

do you have that you did not receive?” asked the apostle Paul rhetorically (1 

Corinthians 4:7). The answer is: nothing, absolutely nothing”[2]. All our time, 

all our talent and all our treasure belong to God. Though we may be tempted 

to deduce that our resources are compensation for work, we must never 

forget that God is our Provider. The whole of creation is his. Your spouse, your 

family, your job, your home, your vehicle, your finances, your inheritance, etc; 

are all gracious gifts from God. You don’t earn grace-gifts, and you can’t pay 

them back. John the Baptizer exclaimed, “A person cannot receive even one 

thing unless it is given him from heaven.” (John 3:27)

Entrusted
Secondly, all that we possess has been entrusted into our care by God. Jesus 

spoke to his disciples regarding stewardship in Luke 12, “And the Lord said, 

“Who then is the faithful and wise manager, whom his master will set over 

his household, to give them their portion of food at the proper time? Blessed 

is that servant whom his master will find so doing when he comes. Truly, I 

say to you, he will set him over all his possessions.” Stewardship first assumes 

a gift from God but secondly requires response. Stewards don't operate 
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independently; they operate responsibly in the truest sense of the word. We 

are called to faithfully manage and leverage those God-given resources in 

a way that is pleasing to him. Every couple is accountable to God for how 

they handle, think about, spend and save financial resources. From minor 

resource decisions to major resource decisions and everything in between. 

Jesus said “One who is faithful in a very little is also faithful in much, and 

one who is dishonest (unrighteous) in a very little is also dishonest in much” 

(Luke 16:10). This is why it is so necessary for a couple to be walking with 

wisdom, responsibility, humility and accountability to God and others with 

their finances.

Benevolent
Thirdly, all that we steward is for the common good. The Psalmist wrote, “Yes, 

the LORD will give what is good, and our land will yield its increase” (85:12). 

We are blessed by God in order to joyfully bless others. As God provides us 

with resources, we become the means of his provision to those around us. 

This includes our families, our church, our neighbors and beyond. One of the 

clearest and most expounded passages on Christian generosity in the New 

Testament is found in 2 Corinthians 8-9. It’s important to see the bookends of 

this passage:“We want you to know, brothers, about the grace of God that has 

been given among the churches… Thanks be to God for his inexpressible gift!” 

2 Corinthians 8:1; 9:15. The foundation of generosity and care for others is and 

will always be the grace of God through Christ. “For God so loved the world, 

that he gave…” and not meager gifts, but “his only Son”. The Time[3], Gifts[4] and 

Finances[5] that we steward are to be employed to support our Family[6], our 

Church Family[7] and Those in Need[8].

Because financial disputes remain one of the leading causes of marital 

disfunction, it is extremely vital that couples agree upon the spiritual and 

practical aspects of finances. Stewardship should be proactive, never 

reactionary. Stress, anxiety and anger arise out of failure to budget and 

communicate. It’s vital to be determined together that, whether in poverty or 

riches, you are held accountable to God for the gifts you’ve been given.
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1.  Are you aware of each other’s past and present finances and  

future goals?

2.  What are some financial expectations that you’ve communicated and 

have yet to communicate?

3.  How do you determine your financial priorities? Does the gospel inform 

these priorities? How does faith in Christ inform your stewardship?

4.  How are you naturally prone to approach finances? To steal, stash  

or steward?

5.  What challenges will be overcome when we operate from the basis that 

all we have is God’s?

6. How does biblical stewardship contrast the “American Dream”?

7. What does the Bible say about financial debt?

8.  Do you have a history of sin-struggle involving finances? If so, how have 

you overcome it?

9.  What idols has money revealed in your life? How are these idols 

crushed, and how we transformed through the gospel?

10. What’s been your biggest challenge regarding generosity?

11.  2 Corinthians 9:7 tells us “Each one must give as he has decided in his 

heart, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for God loves a cheerful 

giver.” What is your view of biblical giving and generosity? Have you 

made a decisive budgetary measures in order to be a cheerful giver?

R E S P O N S E
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Notes:
[1] Debra K Fileta, www.relevantmagazine.com, December 3, 2013
[2]  Miroslav Volf, Free of Charge: Giving and Forgiving in a Culture Stripped of Grace (Grand Rapis, Michigan: 

Zondervan, 2006), 34.
[3] “making the best use of the time, because the days are evil.” Ephesians 5:16
[4] “To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.” 1 Corinthians 12:7
[5] “You will be enriched in every way to be generous in every way…” 2 Corinthians 9:11
[6]  “But if anyone does not provide for his relatives, and especially for members of his household, he has denied the 

faith and is worse than an unbeliever.” 1 Timothy 5:8
[7]  “So then, as we have opportunity, let us do good to everyone, and especially to those who are of the household of 

faith.” Galatians 6:10
[8] “Only, they asked us to remember the poor, the very thing I was eager to do.” Galatians 2:10

12.  What are your plans for budgeting, balancing and bill-pay? Who 

will be responsible to oversee and follow through with the financial 

responsibilities?

13.  What are some precautions you can make to avoid  

financial irresponsibility?

14.  How can you strive for wise, responsible, humble, and accountable 

financial dealings? Are there practical measures we can take?

15.  How do you become financially accountable? What does financial 

accountability look like?

16. Are you aware of each other’s spiritual gifts and passions for ministry?

17.  What steps can you take now to ensure that your family is an active and 

serving part of the body of Christ and the community around you?



S E S S I O N  7
T H E  M A R K S  O F  M A R R I A G E
F R I E N D S H I P  A N D  F O R G I V E N E S S

“Friendship arises out of mere Companionship 

when two or more of the companions discover 

that they have in common some insight or interest 

or even taste which the others do not share and 

which, till that moment, each believed to be his own 

unique treasure (or burden). The typical expression 

of opening Friendship would be something like, 

“What? You too? I thought I was the only one.” ... 

It is when two such persons discover one another, 

when, whether with immense difficulties and semi-

articulate fumblings or with what would seem to us 

amazing and elliptical speed, they share their vision 

- it is then that Friendship is born. And instantly they 

stand together in an immense solitude.”

-C.S. Lewis [1]
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A friend loves at all times. 

PROVERBS 17:17

S O C I A L  C O N S T R U C T

Men and women are, by design, social beings. Whether introverted or 

extroverted, people are made for friendly interaction. Having been created 

in the image of a social, triune God means we have a natural, God-imparted 

yearning for friendship. The desire and ability to befriend is a dynamic part 

of God’s creative order for mankind. As St. Augustine said, “In this world, two 

things are essential: a healthy life and friendship. God created humans so 

that they might exist and live: this is life. But if they are not to remain solitary, 

there must be friendship.” Not only is it God’s gift to man, it’s God’s gift to 

marriage.

T H E  F A I T H F U L  F R I E N D

Throughout the gospels, Jesus was referred to as a friend by both himself and 

others. During his earthly ministry, he displayed friendship in such a way that 

baffled onlookers, aggravated pharisees, and gave hope to sinners. It was— 

for all intents and purposes—a steadfast and solid friendship. Proverbs 18:24 

speaks of “a friend who sticks closer than a brother.” Jesus was and is most 

definitely that friend. Though the Bible makes it clear that Jesus is much more 

than a friend, he is never less than a Faithful Friend.

Here are just a few examples of the ways that Jesus’ friendship was expressed:

•	 Jesus ate and drank with his friends. (Matthew 9:10)

•	 Jesus spent quality time with his friends. (Luke 8:22)

•	 Jesus shared secrets with his friends. (Luke 10:23)

•	 Jesus invited his friends into his private life. (Matthew 26:37)

•	 Jesus sabbath-rested with his friends. (Mark 6:31)

•	 Jesus connected intellectually with his friends. (Mark 4:1)

•	 Jesus was affectionate with his friends. (John 13:23)
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•	 Jesus wept with his friends. (John 11:35)

•	 Jesus sang with his friends. (Matthew 26:30)

•	 Jesus shared his emotional state with his friends. (Matthew 26:38)

•	 Jesus prayed with and for his friends. (John 17)

•	 Jesus served his friends. (John 13:1-11)

•	 Jesus sacrificed for his friends. (John 10:11)

•	 Jesus forgave his friends (John 21:15-19)

M A R K E D  B Y  F R I E N D S H I P

What does faithful friendship, as displayed through Christ, have to do 

with marriage? Everything. This is the friendship that should inform all 

friendships, and particularly between spouses. It’s important to consider that 

at the end of a couple’s life, as they are approaching separation by death, that 

it won’t be money, success, power or sex that will be the mark of a meaningful 

marriage; it will be friendship. A rich and resilient friendship. A meaningful 

marriage that withstands the test of time will be a marriage marked by 

friendship.

The book of Genesis records an account of a marriage that was (accidentally) 

marked by friendship:

So Isaac settled in Gerar. When the men of the place asked him about his 

wife, he said, “She is my sister,” for he feared to say, “My wife,” thinking, 

“lest the men of the place should kill me because of Rebekah,” because 

she was attractive in appearance. When he had been there a long time, 

Abimelech king of the Philistines looked out of a window and saw Isaac 

laughing[2] with Rebekah his wife. So Abimelech called Isaac and said, 

“Behold, she is your wife. How then could you say, ‘She is my sister’?” 

Isaac said to him, “Because I thought, ‘Lest I die because of her.’” 

GENESIS 26:6-9

When a marriage is richly marked by friendship, it can’t be contained even if 

you try.
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D I L I G E N T  I N V E S T M E N T  A N D  D I V I N E  P R O T E C T I O N

Though established early on in the relationship, a lasting friendship is 

developed and grown overtime. Friendship takes the long haul approach. 

Though friendship is complex, and its meaning can be sort of broad, it is 

formed and grown often by simple, everyday activities. In addition to the 

casual and organic forging of friendship, there will also be a requirement 

of thoughtfulness, sacrifice and consistency. If friendship is of such great 

importance, it will be something that is invested in. It requires both a 

husband and wife giving all it takes to be good friends.

Look at a failing marriage and you’ll most likely find a failed friendship. C.S. 

Lewis wrote “Friendship, then, like the other natural loves, is unable to save 

itself. In reality, because it is spiritual and therefore faces a subtler enemy, it 

must, even more wholeheartedly than they, invoke the divine protection if it 

hopes to remain sweet. For consider how narrow its true path is.”[3] Because 

of the importance of friendship in marriage, it will be a common target for 

attack. We have to be sure that the way to wound a marriage is by wounding a 

friendship. A couple that loves and cherishes their marriage will implore God 

daily through prayer for its protection.

F O R G I V E N E S S

In addition to diligent investment and divine protection, marriage requires 

forgiveness. Any marital friendship, that’s truly a friendship, will be marked 

by forgiveness. When God brings two sinners together through marriage, it 

makes forgiveness non-optional. Due to the fact that sin is so persistent, the 

believing couple must be that much more persistent in forgiveness. Unity 

depends on it. Where true forgiveness exists, disunity cannot. They cannot 

occupy the same space. When forgiveness prevails, the bond of love is 

strengthened and friendship grows.

Forgiveness is both the acknowledgement of wrong and wrongdoing as well as 

the gracious gift of not counting the wrongdoing against the offender. In other 
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words: To forgive is to condemn the fault but not the doer…To be forgiven 

means to receive both the accusation and the release from the debt [4].

Scripture tells us to “Put on then, as God's chosen ones, holy and beloved, 

compassionate hearts, kindness, humility, meekness, and patience, bearing 

with one another and, if one has a complaint against another, forgiving each 

other; as the Lord has forgiven you, so you also must forgive” (Colossians 

3:12-13). Through Christ, we have received a rich and gracious forgiveness 

from our Father. Scripture makes it clear, as we have received, so we must 

(for)give. The one who is truly forgiven becomes one who is a truly forgiving.

“In a word, live together in the forgiveness of your sins, for without it no 

human fellowship, least of all a marriage, can survive. Don’t insist on your 

rights, don’t blame each other, don’t judge or condemn each other, don’t find 

fault with each other, but accept each other as you are, and forgive each other 

every day from the bottom of your hearts…” 

-Dietrich Bonhoeffer [5]

Notes:
[1] C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves
[2]  The hebrew word here is tsachaq, which can also translate to “playing” or “caressing” (ref. NIV, NLT, HCSB and 

NASB)
[3] C.S. Lewis, The Four Loves
[4]  Miroslav Volf, Free of Charge: Giving and Forgiving in a Culture Stripped of Grace(Grand Rapis, Michigan: 

Zondervan, 2006)
[5] Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Letters and Papers from Prison
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1.  We live in a time and place where friendship means a lot of different 

things to different people, with everything from online friends, casual 

acquaintances, childhood friends, work friends, best friends, even 

frenemies. How does the biblical picture of friendship contrast the 

current culture’s?

2. Why is friendship so important to marriage?

3. What part does communication play in marital friendship?

4. How would you consider the current state of your friendship to be?

5.  Who else would you consider friends? What is the nature  

of the friendship?

6. Have other friendships been a point of contention?

7.  What friendship dynamics with others will need to change in order to 

develop your friendship with each other?

8. Has friendship been an apparent value in the marriages modeled for you?

9. How does the friendship of Christ contrast your experience of friendship?

10. What are the many different expressions of friendship?

11. How can a friendship be fostered and grown?

12. What are some measures you can take to guard your friendship?

13. Using your own words, why is forgiveness so vital?

R E S P O N S E
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14. What is the correlation between friendship and forgiveness?

15. How does offering forgiveness far exceed saying “it’s okay”?

16. Are you harboring unforgivingness for one another?

17.  How does the forgiveness of God inform and transform your  

ability to forgive?




